KITCHEN FOCUS

ISLAND LIFE

Faced with a huge open-plan space, Paul and Kate Beaney have unlocked
the potential of their new kitchen by putting a large island at its heart
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CLASSIC DESIGN
Having built a traditional-style house
in the country, Paul and Kate chose a
kitchen with beaded detail to suit the
property and location. Elegant coving
blends seamlessly with the cabinetry,
giving a sense of permanence
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no.
P R O J E C T D E TA I L S
O W N E R S Paul and Kate
Beaney and their children,
Oliver and Imogen
H O U S E A six-bedroom
self build in Berkshire
W O R K New open-plan
kitchen with dining and living
areas, plus adjoining utility
and boot room

10

A

fter buying their home 11 years ago, Paul and
Kate Beaney converted a series of outbuildings
where they lived with children Oliver, 14, and
Imogen, 12, while building a new six-bedroom
detached house in the grounds.
As a semi-retired property developer, Paul had used
Charles Yorke (charlesyorke.com) on past projects and
was confident the team could help bring his ideas for a
sociable family kitchen to fruition.

THE BRIEF

One of the main elements Paul and Kate wanted was a
large central island with banquette seating and views of
the garden. ‘We also had our hearts set on a Wolf range
cooker, Sub-Zero wine chiller and breakfast station, so
the design had to incorporate all those things,’ says Paul.
Charles Yorke was also asked to create bespoke cabinetry
for the TV wall and neighbouring utility-cum-boot room.
DESIGN SOLUTIONS

As the space has multiple doors leading to different
rooms, an L-shaped island was used to make it flow better.
‘The island makes use of the whole space, creating
different levels with the seating to break it up and add
interest,’ says designer Kaye Edgar. ‘To utilise the high
ceilings, we constructed floor-to-ceiling units to provide
ample storage. Glazed top boxes break up the height and
allow for night-time ambient lighting, while a large
mantel creates a bold focal point. A sliding door
mechanism was also used to hide the breakfast area,
keeping the look balanced and symmetrical.’
M AT E R I A L S U S E D

The kitchen was painted in Green Smoke by Farrow & Ball
and teamed with contrasting Caesarstone Moorland Fog
worktops. ‘We got about 10 different samples before
getting the right shade of green,’ says Paul. ‘It’s got a nice
sheen to it which complements the warm beige tones of the
ceramic floor tiles and rich grey stained oak dining table.’
FINISHING TOUCHES

One of Paul’s favourite features is the large stone framed
mirrored splashback behind the range cooker, which
really enhances the mantel area. ‘It’s a lovely feature as it
makes the room feel even more spacious and reflects the
garden,’ he says. Simple glass pendant lights, leather
upholstery on the banquette seating and armchairs from
Alexander & James add to the sophisticated, quality feel.
LESSONS LEARNT

The kitchen design has been so successful that Paul would
happily replicate it in another project. ‘I’d definitely put a
Quooker tap in again, as it’s great not having a kettle,’ he
says. ‘I also love having two dishwashers – it makes life a
lot easier as one isn’t quite enough. It’s everything we’d
hoped for, so there’s really nothing I would change.’
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A PLACE FOR EVERYTHING
Cleverly planned storage in the utility
room keeps the rest of the house
uncluttered. The extra oven comes
in handy for catered dinner parties

HIDE AND SLIDE

Retractable doors make it easy to access the
breakfast cupboard. The colour inside has been
chosen to match with the grey tones elsewhere.
Framed Englemere kitchen cabinetry, £80,000; similar
Georgia knobs, £9.88 each; and Buckingham cup
handles in brushed satin nickel, from £38.88 each;
oak table with Coastal Grey stain, £5,400; Quooker
twin tap in stainless steel, £1,440, all Charles Yorke.
Cabinetry in Green Smoke estate eggshell, Farrow
& Ball. Wolf 1219mm dual fuel range cooker, from
£19,100. Wine storage, from £11,800; fridge freezer,
from £15,250, both Sub-Zero. Similar Caesarstone
Moorland Fog worktops, from £500sq m, Stone Circle.
Otoro large glass pendant, £195, Nkuku, is similar.
Similar Villeroy & Boch Farmhouse 80 ceramic
double bowl Belfast sink, £409.99, Tap Warehouse.
Theodore dining chair in Sand, £329, Andrew Martin,
is comparable. Octopus Crazy velvet cushion, £57.99,
Cushion Covers Store, is similar. Eichholtz Catene
swivel chair in Clarck Sand, £1,380, Pavilion Broadway,
would work here. M7240 built-in microwave,
£1,299, Miele. Icona Capitals white toaster, £109,
De’Longhi. Neﬀ N50 slide & hide electric oven,
£699, Currys, is similar. Perrin & Rowe Oberon mixer
tap, £298.96, Sinks.co.uk, is similar. Bistrot Marﬁl
stone-eﬀect porcelain ﬂoor tiles, £37.50sq m,
Porcelain Superstore, are an alternative
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DINING IN STYLE
A substantial L-shaped island
makes the best use of space
and allows for a centrepiece
built-in eating area
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